
AIRTRAN bag: 55 linear in.* n/a Max kennel size: 8.5" x 17" x 12"; no 
weight restriction; must fit under seat 

Must be checked (no fee) Mobility assistive devices capable of being collapsed small enough 
to fit in overhead bins allowed; excluded from carry-on limit

Excluded from carry-on 
limit

ALASKA bag:  24" x 17" x 10" n/a Max kennel size: 7.5" x 12" x 17"; 
two kennels per passenger

Excluded from carry-on limit Mobility assistive devices and small equimpent such as CPAP 
machines allowed; excluded from carry-on limit

Excluded from carry-on 
limit

AMERICAN bag: 22" x 18" x 10" 
(45 linear in.); personal 
item: 36 linear in.*

40 lbs. Max kennel size: 23" x 13" x 9"; 
one kennel per passenger

Excluded from carry-on limit Mobility assistive devices, CPAP machines, and therapeutic oxygen 
provided by airline allowed; excluded from carry-on limit

Excluded from carry-on 
limit

CONTINENTAL bag: 45 linear in.* 40 lbs. Max hard case kennel size: 17" x 12.5" x 8"; 
one pet per passenger

Counts as personal item; large 
strollers may be gate-checked

Mobility assistve devices and CPAP machines allowed; counts as 
personal item

Counts as personal 
item

DELTA bag: 22" x 14" x 9" (45 
linear in.*)

40 lbs. Varies; call airline for information Must be checked (no fee) Wheelchairs, crutches, other medical supplies allowed; excluded 
from carry-on limit

Must be checked (no 
fee) unless there is 
open seat on your row

FRONTIER bag: 24" x 15.5" x 9.5" 
(49 linear in.*)

35 lbs. n/a Counts as personal item Canes, crutches, braces allowed; count as personal item. Assistive 
devices for qualified passengers with special needs may be 
allowed in addition to carry-on allotment.

Counts as personal item

HAWAIIAN bag:  22" x 9" x 14" 
(45 linear in.*)

25 lbs. Max soft-sided kennel size: 16" x 10" x 9.5"; 
one kennel per passenger; max weight 25 lbs. 
(pet and kennel)

Counts as personal item; may be 
gate-checked

Collapsible wheelchair, crutches, braces, prosthetic devices allowed; 
excluded from carry-on limit

Counts as personal 
item, but may be gate-
checked

JETBLUE bag: 26" x 18" x 12" 
(Airbus), 24" x 16" x 10" 
(Embraer); personal 
item: 18" x 15" x 8"

n/a Max kennel size: 17" x 12.5" x 8"; Max 
weight 20 lbs. (pet and kennel)

Excluded from carry-on limit Excluded from carry-on limit; may be gate-checked. Does not apply towards 
allotment, but may be 
gate-checked

MIDWEST bag: 21" x 15" x 9" 50 lbs. Counts as carry-on, subject to carry-on 
restrictions; check breed restrictions

Must be checked (no fee) Crutches, canes, etc are allowed in addition to carry-on allotment. 
Wheelchairs and other mobility devices must be checked (no fee) 

Excluded from limit (for 
child with paid ticket)

SOUTHWEST bag: 24" x 16" x 10" n/a No kennel size restrictions but must fit 
under seat

Must be checked (does not count 
toward baggage allowance)

Excluded from carry-on limit Excluded from limit (for 
child with paid ticket)

SPIRIT personal item: 16" x 
14" x 12"; bag: 22" x 
18" x 10", fees: $20 
(members), $30 (non-
members), $45 (at the 
gate

n/a Kennel must be 18" x 14"x 9" and fit under 
seat

Excluded from carry-on limit Excluded from carry-on limit Excluded from limit (for 
child with paid ticket)

UNITED bag: 22" x 14" x 9" (45 
linear in.*)

n/a Max hard-sided kennels size: 17" x 12" x 8"; 
Max soft-sided kennels size: 17" x 10" x 10" 

When space permits, otherwise 
will be gate-checked (no fee)

Canes and crutches are allowed, but wheelchairs may be gate 
checked.

Excluded from limit (for 
child with paid ticket)

US AIRWAYS bag: 22"x14"x9" (45 
linear in.*)

40 lbs. Max hard-sided kennels size: 17" x 16" x 8"; 
Max soft-sided kennels size: 17" x 16" x 10"

Excluded from carry-on limit Excluded from carry-on limit Excluded from carry-on 
limit

VIRGIN
AMERICA

bag: 24" x 16" x 10" 
(50 linear in.*)

16 lbs. Max kennel size: 18" x 15" x 8"; max weight 
20 lbs. (pet and kennel)

Must be checked (no fee) Excluded from carry-on limit Counts as personal item 
(for child with ticket)
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ULTIMATE GUIDE TO CARRY-ON LUGGAGE Compiled by 

ALL AIRLINES ALLOW ONE BAG AND ONE PERSONAL ITEM (PURSE, LAPTOP, ETC) ONBOARD
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